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Review by Madeline Roycroft 

"Shrouded in darkness, a piano soloist brings a 40-piece orchestra to !ife by triggering 

lights and musical patterns." T h is appropriately tantalising description in the festival 

p rogram draws a hungry audience to BIFEM's blockbuster finale. Concluding a weekend 

of exemplary community engagement, local gem th e Bendigo Symphony Orchestra rises 

to the challenge of del ivering th.e Australian premiere of Pho:ton, a multi-sensory work 

composed and designed by Swiss brothers André and Michel D écosterd. W ith pianist 

Peter D umsday, the orchestra enraptures its audience. 

A chatty audience is abruptly silenced when the lights fade, leaving hundreds of eyes 

darting across a pitch-black stage, searching for someth ing to focus on. Out of the 

darkness emerges a steady snare drum line, interjected by sparse yet measured, long tones 

f rom a bass trombone. As each note is played, a spotlight illumin ates the player. 1 assume 

D umsday will be a soloist. lnstead, h is instru ment has forfeited its natural resonance and 

rnorphed into an electronic deviee, where each key is a button th at activa tes a designated 

light above each performer. Solo players in the u pper strings join in a gradually building 

pattern, spectators eagerly follow the lights as they flicker across the orchestra. 

Something of a melody forms as disjunct tones increase in pa.ce, result ing in the odd 

overlap of lighting patterns. 



As more and more players are illuminated, we begin to fully appreciate the practical 

nature of the orchest ra's unusual distribution on the stage. By placing the musicians in 

elevated rows and columns in a rectilinear grid, the brothers are able to maintain the 

spontaneous nature of each illumination. 

We see only the musicians who play in a particular moment and barely a silhouette of 

their neighbours. T here is also a degree of symmetry in th e layout , wh ich is seen most 

dearly when first and second players of each woodwind instrument light up from 

opposite sides of the orchestra, passing notes back and forth. 

An incessantly catch y tune evolves into a more challenging sextuplet pattern in the 

strings followed by simple long tones in the woodwinds. As weil as toughing out 

dissonant notes, various brass sections execute overlapping, syncopated phrases that 

pass from middle to lower voices. A small army of French homs b rings courage to 

individual moments in the spotlight (quite literally), but it is an intrepid piccolo 

trumpeter who truly steals th e show with a high, attention-commanding solo. T he 

players tackle these musical challenges fearlessly, with severa! 'deer in the headlights' 

moments only adding to the overall charm of the performance. 

A brief flash of red illuminates the stage allowing us to see the entire ensemble for the 

first time. Engulfed in darkness once again, we soon realise th at red was the warning 

signal for an upcoming passage of sheer visual insanity. ln sync with downbeats of the 

music, vertical li nes of light move across the orchestra, illuminating different groups of 

players as they go. Next, horizontal !ines move up and down, until th ese two patterns 

criss-cross to create a strobing effect, which builds in intensity and culminates in an 

erratic pattern of diagonally traveling ligh ts. 

Music and lights have taken turns as the sensory foci until this point, so it makes sense 

that the final section should explore their intersection. Returning to th e opening 

structure with an even more complex rhythm, the introduction of stead y triplet patterns 

is mirrored in the lights, which blink three times on th e players in these passages. A 

hemiola pattern [two groups of th ree beats are replaced by three groups of two beats. Eds] 

soon emerges with sorne players lit up twice and others three times, creating a degree of 

visual stimulation completely unexpected in an orchestral concert. 

Musically speaking, Pho:ton is quite a simple piece. Yet there are inh erent difficulties 

when every player has solo passages, since section players are prevented from relying on 

their principals (often a helpful practice in non-professional orchestras). l ndeed, sorne 

rhyth mic patterns placed rank and file players out of their comfort zone. Nonetheless 

Peter Dumsday and the Bendigo Symphony Orchestra performed admirably and the 

many thrilling visuals added a whole new dimension to an already colourful symphonie 

sound. ln piecing together this truly egalitarian work, the orchestra demonstrated just 

how much regional communities are capable of achieving when given e qual opportunity 

to embrace serious artistic challenges. 
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